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INNOVATION FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS

SUCCESS STORY

Customer
Name: Deals and Wheels
Industry: Automotive
BUSINESS FIELD
DEALS AND WHEELS (www.deals-and-wheels.de) create custom-made bikes such as CUSTOM RIDE or DAW conversion kits in a unique “plug ‘n’ ride” quality.

CHALLENGE
Deals and Wheels had to build a thermoforming tool assuring high mould quality under a tight deadline. Therefore, the company searched for a casting resin system with a fast processing time.

SOLUTION AND ADVANTAGES
Deals and Wheels ordered our patented casting resin system ALWA MOULD D, which ensures a fast tool making.

ALWA MOULD D is the fastest method to produce vacuum moulds

Motorcycle seat for a Kawasaki.

Vacuum mould of ALWA MOULD D.

GRP pattern.